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1 Objectives of the deliverable based on the Description of Action  
 

Within WP4, Supervised Federated Machine Learning, a central focus of our work lies on 

decentralization and distributed processing, which stems from increasing expectations of privacy 

and security in Machine Learning applications, legal restrictions to the transmission of sensitive 

information, as well as the nature of Federated ML itself. Thus, from the project’s inception we were 

interested in using graph data structures as they are naturally suitable for distributed computation. 

However, in contrast to our initial assumptions of dealing with stationary graph partitions as well as 

conventional methods of concurrency / parallelization (albeit, due to the nature of the problem, in a 

more challenging setting, as we would never see the global graph in its entirety), we quickly realized 

the necessity to shift our paradigm from a purely graph-theoretical viewpoint to a data-driven 

approach grounded in medical reality.  

 
 

Figure 1. Overview of the graph-specific milestones / deliverables within WP4.  

 

Therefore, our objectives for this deliverable lie in outlining and demonstrating a generally applicable, 

graph-based embedding approach that is capable of 

 

● bridging distributed data sets of same modalities modelling a common ground truth 

(application domain). 
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● dealing with pre-determined "partitions", minimization of signal exchange, an abstraction / 

conceptualization of concrete input data as well as a universal yet flexible representation of 

entities. 

 

2 Executive Summary / Abstract 
 

From the inception of the FeatureCloud project, we knew that distributed data silos in combination 

with harsh data-protection and privacy regulations would make effective, efficient, and secure 

decentralized data processing a crucial aspect of our research endeavors. Therefore, it quickly 

became obvious that we would be modeling our data according to structures & models that naturally 

lend themselves to distributed computation. Apart from simple linear models, Decision Trees or 

Random Forests, Graphs have been one of the most universal, flexible and most intuitively separable 

data structures in existence, with a wealth of mathematical approaches and algorithmic research at 

our disposal. 

 

While we originally intended to approach the problem from the angle of traditional graph partitioning 

and conventional concurrency / parallelism, we soon realized the need for a new paradigm in the 

age of edge-computing, privacy & (local) Explainability. Embeddings, which are low-dimensional, 

dense representations of concepts, hold the advantage of compositionality, reflecting one of the key 

properties of reality, enabling the concise representation of various interesting structures including 

clusters, hierarchies, heterarchies or any arbitrary combinations of those. The recent rise of graph 

neural networks (GNN) will thus allow us to accommodate the requirements of i. dealing with pre-

determined "partitions", ii. minimization of signal exchange, iii. abstraction / conceptualization of 

concrete input data as well as iv. a universal yet flexible representation of entities. 

 

This report will detail the train of thought we already outlined in earlier documents, explaining the 

need for i. distributed embeddings, therefore ii. embeddings from different sources and iii. different 

modalities; iv. we will sketch out a series of experiments that we are currently conducting to approach 

this complex undertaking by simulating distributed computations using two different graph data sets 

modeling the same underlying domain. We are also outlining in detail future work and challenges 

the research community will have to face, before ushering in a new era of patient-controlled, 

personalized & decentralized Machine Learning services. 

 

The title of this report, “Shape and composition of connection surfaces”, is our way to describe the 

compositional nature of networks, meaning that only very points of connections are needed to 

construct a whole from distributed parts. This can be thought of traditionally as edges spanning 

subgraphs (as in graph partitioning), as communication channels along which messages pass (as in 

Belief Propagation), but also as representatives of one network temporarily infused into another (see 

section virtual nodes below). 

 

This document is therefore a logical successor to our earlier surveys of graph types & parallelism as 

well as a precursor to our ultimate goal of Local Sphere privacy-aware Federated Learning on graphs 

(see Fig. 1). 
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3 Introduction and Motivation  
 

Learning on fused data from different sources and modalities can substantially outperform traditional 

methods learning on just one type of data structure; jointly learning on input data of different 

modalities is therefore a standard routine (Wang et al., 2014), (Liu et al., 2014), with a constant 

stream of innovation in recent years (Tong et al., 2017), (Vivar et al., 2019). 

 

The fundamental challenge in fusing disparate modalities lies in bridging the semantic gap between 

them and handling potential disagreements thereof (Wei et al., 2019). In our application domain, 

probable sources of information are (histopathological) images, medical databases, personal case 

files as well as time-series data (see Fig. 2). 

 

This problem is identified within the literature as aligning local geometries of subjects across feature 

spaces (Liu et al., 2014), but in earlier works multi-modality was understood to be limited to different 

image taking techniques (e.g. CT, MRI, PET, etc.) or different resolutions. Simple methods just 

concatenate feature vectors to fuse different domains, not considering varying distance or 

neighborhood metrics across domain boundaries. We believe it is important to initially capture each 

source domain's intrinsic ontology - e.g., relations, hierarchies, partitions in a graph, analogies, co-

occurrence, and other forms of semantics within texts, or pathways on an *omics level; concurrently, 

we need to define links - interactions and correspondences - between entities of different domains. 

For instance, a super-pixel in an image could correspond to an entry in a controlled vocabulary, or a 

mutation within a gene causes a different behavior on the protein level. For a lack of pre-defined 

cross-domain semantics most of this work will have to be done either manually or by deriving 

connection rules from knowledge provided by human experts; this will require intensive 

interdisciplinary effort. Sampling this ontology-enriched cross-domain graph produces positive / 

negative instances, which are subsequently fed to an embedding algorithm. 

 
 

Figure 2: A multi-modal, distributed embedding space constructed from isolated data sources whose internal 

representations are connected via a knowledge graph. Source: Bernd Malle 
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Two possible approaches to this end are joint embeddings (Wu et al., 2018) and Graph 

Representation Learning (GRL) (Hamilton et al., 2017), (Kipf & Welling, 2017). 

 

Generally, embeddings are low-dimensional, dense vector representations of entities which are 

usually learned from large corpora in an unsupervised fashion, i.e. by forcing an algorithm to 

approximate pairwise distance in the embedding space to a given similarity function in the original, 

higher-dimensional input space. There is a wealth of literature on so-called neural embeddings, with 

the most prominent work presented by (Bengio et al., 2001). 

 

In order to connect information from images, text and *omics data, we need to compute and learn 

representations for nodes / sub-graphs in this low-dimensional space, considering node-level 

features as well as their structural surroundings (graph neighborhoods). Within this embedding 

space we can subsequently compare items in diverse ways (e.g. hierarchies, analogies, clustering, 

etc.) across different input modalities whose intrinsic geometries have been aligned during the joint 

embedding procedure. 

 

The most important aspect in this phase is generating positive / negative samples within and across 

modalities as input features - as an example, Word2Vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013) assumes 

word co-occurrence within sentences as positive samples - this is highly domain specific and 

dependent on human assumptions, which constitutes a bias trap that will have to be carefully avoided 

through repeated experimentation with diverse sets of assumptions and automated as well as human 

control (objective performance measures and inter-expert validation combined). 

 

Recent research also successfully demonstrated a combination of these different methods in a two-

step process: i) pre-processing intra-modal data using traditional assumptions about their respective 

domain, and ii) feeding the resulting, normalized feature vectors into a graph representation learner 

(neighborhood aggregation, GAN, etc.); we will extend this approach to multi-modal data sets. 

Others utilized traditional machine learning techniques (e.g. Random Forest) to build intra-modal 

similarity matrices which they subsequently fuse (Tong et al., 2017), but this requires the full matrix 

to exist at computation time, which is unrealistic for larger or distributed graphs. Depending on the 

approach, we might need to utilize a pre-instantiated target dictionary of features curated by humans 

(e.g. cell-types visible in an image). 

 

The long-term goal is to produce a corpus of multi-modal feature representations originating in e.g. 

histopathological images, patient case files (text), *omics data as well as medical knowledge bases, 

where we can utilize a knowledge graph as an initial connector. Such pre-trained concept 

embeddings would constitute an advanced pendant to word & document embeddings like the  well-

known GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) or fasttext (Joulin et al., 2017) corpora and could help 

institutions worldwide to elevate the utility of their already existing, yet unstructured and unconnected 

data bases. 

 

Beyond establishing broadly applicable embeddings, GRL can also be used in a supervised fashion 

by integrating a label-based term into the loss function. This would enable end-to-end learning on 

specific tasks, where one network architecture comprises all processing steps from handling raw 

inputs up to the final prediction. However, this comes with the downside of decreased generality in 

the learned representations (if those are task-specific, they are not reusable across objectives), 
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unless informed data augmentation (Bloice et al., 2017) techniques are used. Moreover, embeddings 

learned as an intermediate step within a neural network will generally not correspond to concepts of 

human understanding and will therefore lack causability by nature. 

 

 

4 Experiments 

 

In order to prepare ourselves for the training of large-scale multi-modal networks on real-world data 

sets located in the data silos of the respective partner institutions within FeatureCloud we first need 

to work on data that are: 

 

● available in their entirety (as we need to compare our results to a "traditional" Machine 

Learning setting) 

 

● small enough to run repeated experiments within a short time horizon 

 

● easily interpretable - in exploring algorithmic possibilities (assumptions, hyper-parameters, 

constraints, etc.) researchers are often required to make multiple decisions per experimental 

series. It is therefore necessary to work on data that allow easy interpretation by non-domain 

experts (such as ML practitioners) without the need for consulting medical professionals 

whose time is usually severely limited. 

 

● uncritical from a data security and privacy standpoint. Although eventually FeatureCloud's 

objective is to integrate large, medical data sets, we want to keep our training data 

unobjectionable for the longest duration possible. 

 

● Multi-source but not multi-modal at first, in order to tackle one challenge after the other. 

 

For all these reasons, we decided to follow the established approach of training on publicly available, 

relatively small as well as easily interpretable data sets, albeit not originating in the medical domain. 

 

 

4.1 Challenge 

 

In order to match nodes between different graphs modeling the same underlying domain, we employ 

graph representation learning in different settings and / or differently modified input graphs. 

 

Matching structures in different graphs, as well as subgraph matching within the same graph, are 

still open problems due to the exponential number of possible structural combinations (= 

combinatorial explosion). One possible approach to solving this matter efficiently might lie in 

computing embeddings, i.e., low-dimensional, sparse vector representations, for nodes and whole 

subgraphs. The basic idea is to reduce any arbitrarily complex neighbourhood structure surrounding 

a node into a compact representation by "aggregating" the feature vectors of its adjacent vertices 

(for each node of the graph). The resulting numerical representations are assumed to be 

representative of i) the features of nodes surrounding a node, but also ii) the local neighborhood 
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structure. This should theoretically result in high cosine similarity for nodes of similar "meaning" in 

the graph. 

 

Our overarching goal for this challenge is to experiment on two data sets - in principle already 

provided as curated graphs - and compute node embeddings in order to perform: 

 

● node matching: nodes in different graphs exhibiting close cosine similarity should hold similar 

meaning in their original spaces (see Fig. 3). A challenge here is to check for similar meaning 

in the first place (and the original graphs) since textual descriptions in node feature vectors 

might only be semantically "close" according to human understanding. 

 

● link prediction: here we can use the original graphs as ground truth, which means links 

(edges) existing between nodes in those graphs should also crystallize in the computed 

embedding space (via proximity between nodes). An additional challenge in this setting is 

the sparsity problem, since in any tractable graph there are usually just a tiny fraction of 

possible edges present in the actual network. Thus, it is much easier to detect positive 

occurrences than negative ones. 

 

● Representative virtual node computation: Given a task we wish to solve in a distributed 

fashion while minimizing signal exchange across boundaries, we can first train each local 

network on the task, identifying clusters of nodes and sub-graphs of highest significance / 

contribution to the result (Ying et al., 2019). Connecting these clusters to a virtual node, 

thereby learning their combined representation, will offer a natural point of connection 

between distributed graphs. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.  Two different graphs (north=N and south=S) modeling the same underlying domain can exhibit 

very different graph structure, depending on bias, measuring or modeling approaches. Given such different 

views onto the same ground truth, can we use node embeddings / GRL to find node pairs (u, v) with u ∈ N, v 

∈ S and low proximity cos(u, v) ≈ 0 so that they represent the same concept in ground truth?  In our example 

setup, we would ask whether two nodes modeled in ESCO and O*NET, respectively, can be mapped to 

close points in embedding space if they encode e.g.  the same occupation. In our experiments, we 

considered a) only network structure, and b) network structure as well as pre-processed, initial node 

embeddings. Source: Bernd Malle, generated with ArangoDB graph viewer. 
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Although learning embeddings from 2 graphs separately sounds like standard procedure, their 

coordinate systems will not align naturally - meaning the k^th dimension of a vector in space A will 

not automatically bear the same meaning as the k^th dimension of a vector in space B. It is therefore 

necessary to train the embeddings via a joint procedure. However, without natural connections 

between the two graphs, message passing will fail to propagate information (without mechanisms 

like “Teleportation” (as in Pagerank) or intrinsic, ad-hoc link prediction as in Pointer Networks 

(Veličković et al., 2020). Likewise, the generation of meaningful positive / negative samples will be 

impossible utilizing the network structure alone. 

 

4.2  Data set preparation 

 

For this challenge, we prepared two graph-based data sets modeling the same underlying domain 

covering skills, occupations, knowledge as well as their relations. One of these data sets is ESCO 

(European classification of Skills/Competencies & Occupations), the other being its U.S. counterpart 

O*NET (Occupational Information Network). Both contain nodes representing Occupations (which 

we have renamed and shall henceforth refer to as “Jobs” simply for the sake of (code) brevity, Skills 

& Knowledge (although O*NET covers a variety of other entities – e.g. Tasks – in addition), but there 

are striking differences regarding their makeup: While ESCO contains richer textual information per 

node and a larger collection of skills, O*NET offers a much more complex (and therefore presumably 

more expressive) network structure. It will thus be interesting to see whether (and by what initial 

assumptions in graph construction) we can arrive at representations capable of matching similar 

nodes from different structural embeddings. 

 

One interesting aspect of both data sets is their diverse nature concerning relationship types, as they 

encompass hierarchical relations (a job can belong to a job category, the same goes for skills), 

heterarchical relations (skills can be related, just like friends in a social network), and bipartite 

relations (in ESCO, jobs and skills form a bipartite subgraph via their required-by relation, which 

means that a skill can be related to another skill by sharing a connected job for which they are 

essential or optional, even without a direct link established between them). 

 

Both corpora were provided as .csv/.tsv files, but whereas ESCO follows a clear separation into files 

containing nodes and edges, O*NET – probably due to its much longer history and therefore organic 

growth – presented us with a multitude of files that often contained nodes as implicit ends in an edge-

list format, sometimes even encoding hyper-edges, requiring significantly more manual pre-

processing time, especially when having to resolve hyper-edges into a format expressible as simple 

adjacency or edge lists. For node / hyper-node / edge statistics, please refer to Appendix A. 

 

In order to ensure a consistent graph structure before starting our experiments, we chose to 

instantiate both graphs in a graph DBMS (ArangoDB); this has the additional benefit of providing a 

“ground truth” from which we can draw different graph views (= subgraphs filtered by queries) for 

diverse sets of experiments in the future. We subsequently utilized the DBMSs built-in export feature 

to obtain sanitized / normalized .csv files amenable to import into a ML pipeline without much pre-

processing; the only step we still had to perform was normalization of node IDs, since we are using 

the deep graph library (DGL) which assumes node IDs as consecutive integers starting at zero, while 

our DB supported UUIDs. 
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4.3 Feature initialization 

 

Although using network structure alone is often sufficient to achieve respectable results, modern 

Graph convolutional architectures also build upon feature propagation / aggregation to improve 

results. It was therefore important to make use of the abundance of textual description included in 

the ESCO / O*NET data sets in order to determine the significance of real-world node features in 

relatively small & simple graph structures. We therefore pre-processed 3 types of node features: i. 

textual information (like description), which was converted directly to embeddings using the fast 

spaCy library (Choi et al., 2015), ii. numerical features which were first converted to one-hot 

encodings, then compressed via PCA to match the dimensionality of the pre-processed string 

embeddings, and iii. categorical data (e.g. skill type) which was merely one-hot encoded and stored 

as a training target but not added to the initial node feature vectors. 

 

 

5 Methodology 

 

We first wanted to establish a baseline understanding of how well graph-based DL methods work on 

the chosen data sets. For this first phase of supervised learning, we used a simple RGCN (Relational 

Graph Convolutional Network) (Schlichtkrull et al., 2018) with a two-layer architecture, either using 

pre-computed node features as described above or, for reasons of comparison, randomly initialized 

feature vectors. All experiments were fixed at input / hidden dimensions of d=300, while we varied 

nr. of epochs, learning rates, aggregator function & train/test splits. We used leaky ReLU, cross-

entropy loss and a standard Adam optimization.  

 

As far as the network structure itself was concerned, we limited ourselves to one fixed graph structure 

for ESCO while we alternated between a graph structure with & without hyper-edges for O*NET. 

 

The 6 learning targets were all multi-class classification problems: predicting the top category for 

jobs in each graph, predicting skill type and skill reuse-level in ESCO, and predicting task type and 

task (rating) source for O*NET. 

 

For unsupervised graph representation learning, we are using GraphSAGE with a loss function of 

 

𝐽𝐺(𝑧𝑢) = − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜎(𝑧𝑢
𝑇𝑧𝑣)) − 𝑄 ⋅ 𝐸𝑣𝑛∼𝑃𝑛(𝑣) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜎(−𝑧𝑢

𝑇𝑧𝑣𝑛
))  

 

where  

- u and v are two neighbours  

- the loss is computed for u 

- 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜎(𝑧𝑢
𝑇𝑧𝑣))  promotes similarity maximization 

- Q is the number of negative samples 

- 𝑣𝑛 is a negative sample drawn from the negative sample distribution 𝑃𝑛(𝑣) 

 

Since the networks are relatively small in the number of nodes as well as diameter (d=1 for ESCO 

and d=4 for O*NET, although most of the nodes in the latter are centered around jobs at a distance 
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of 1), we set the parameter k (the sampling distance determining the neighborhood for the sampling 

of individual compute graphs to k=1 and k=2, respectively). 

 

The output dimension is set to d=300 in order to make it directly comparable to the supervised 

methodology given our pre-computed node features. Representations are stored as node-wise 

embeddings and can be loaded into gensim KeyedVectors for downstream computations such as 

node- or link-prediction. These tasks are computed relatively straightforward by i. comparing the 

cosine similarity of two nodes in embedding space with a graph-based similarity score (RW sets + 

Jaccard similarity) for node classification, and ii. predicting edges by pairwise cosine similarity of 

nodes in the embedding space and comparing against the existence of an edge in the actual graph. 

 

Furthermore, in order to train GraphSAGE in a supervised manner, one can either compute the loss 

directly from a node label (for node classification) or input pairs of nodes, sampling and training pairs 

of compute graphs which are connected to the final output (for link prediction). A possible loss 

function (cross-entropy): 

 

𝐿 = 𝛴𝑣∈𝑉𝑦𝑣 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝜎(𝑧𝑣
𝑇𝛩)) + (1 − 𝑦𝑣) 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (1 − 𝜎(𝑧𝑣

𝑇𝛩))  

 

 

where 

- 𝜎 stands for the sigmoid function  

- 𝛩 is a vector of parameter weights. 

 

 

5.1 Connecting graphs spatially and / or via embedding similarity 

 

In order to facilitate learning on two separated graphs without adding an unrealistic number of edges 

between them (i.e., keeping with the assumption of distributed data silos and practically “stationary” 

patient data), we need to find ways of propagating information with a minimum of connection points. 

In our line of experiments, we realize this by one of 3 methods: 

 

1 Simply relying on pre-trained, initial node embeddings (e.g. w2v) to sufficiently pre-align the 

respective concept spaces so that even after separate trainings, similarities in the embedding 

space are still indicative of real-world relatedness. Besides a potentially unrealistic assumption 

this method also lacks the potential for inter-network propagation of information and is thus 

merely suitable for retaining comparability between records in different data silos. 

 

2 Connect the graphs via addition of a limited set of edges. This can potentially be done via 

manual inspection of ground similarities or automated approaches like hierarchical clustering, 

then connecting the super-nodes obtained. The most fascinating question with this method is 

how sensitive node embeddings will react to even the smallest amount of edges produced 

(ideally one should suffice). 

 

3 Compute representative virtual nodes in one graph, then inject those nodes into the other 

graph via simple similarity measures. The difference to the 2nd approach lies in the fact that 

we do not assume functional correlation between the injected nodes and their neighbours in 
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the target network; edges are established purely by embedding similarity. We assume that the 

effectiveness of this approach will largely be determined by how much the concept spaces of 

the respective (initially unconnected) graphs drift apart during the pre-training phase. 

 

 

6 Results and discussion 

 

Accuracy for the targets top-job (ESCO: 10 classes, O*NET: 23 classes) were astonishingly high 

with >99% and >98%, respectively. The reason may lie in the fact that this problem is relatively trivial: 

the information is contained in the nodes themselves and there is no complex surrounding graph 

structure that would influence or perturb the algorithm’s convergence. We achieved similarly good 

results for the targets ESCO skill-type (3 classes) with >99% accuracy and O*NET task source (3 

classes) with equally >99%. We see a different picture with target ESCO skill reuse-level, which 

consistently and across different settings achieved ~65% accuracy. Lastly, target O*NET task type 

reached between ~74% and ~76% accuracy; it is interesting to note that randomly initializing node 

embeddings & reducing feature dimensions to d=50 was not able to improve these results 

significantly. 

 

All multi-class classification problems showed highly skewed distributions, with some classes 

containing orders of magnitude more members than others. This is true for both the targets that 

achieved almost perfect scores as well as targets that did not; for example, attributes Domain Source 

and Type of O*NET tasks are equally skewed with a difference between smallest and largest class 

of more than 2 orders of magnitude (yet ~75% vs. >99% accuracy). 

 

We varied the number of epochs between 50 and 200 but observed that test accuracy rarely peaked 

decisively after epoch #50. However, it was interesting to see that test scores tended to “oscillate” 

in some cases as training went on, first indicating overfitting after a peak, but then recovering & 

sometimes even surpassing their previously reached maximum. We speculate that this might lie in 

the fact that graph convolutions work via message passing in the network and depending on 

aggregator as well as activation functions, this might lead to cyclical behaviour. 

 

6.1 Effects of network complexity 

 

Although O*NET is represented by a much more complex graph than ESCO, this complexity had 

hardly any effect on the supervised training part of our experiments; this is even more interesting 

since the training targets based on the skill nodes in ESCO as well as the task nodes in O*NET have 

different structural roles in their respective networks: Whereas skills in ESCO form a bipartite graph 

together with jobs and can therefore be thought of as being equal in importance, tasks in O*NET are 

on the periphery of the star-like topology around the centrally located jobs. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the O*NET graph contains 5 different types of hyper-edges, which we chose 

to dissolve into a pattern of one central “hyper-node” connecting 3 adjacent (real) nodes via simple 

directed edges. This construct solves the problem of redundant edges but introduces even more 

complex – and from a message-passing view, probably meaningless – structure into the graph. 

Throughout our experiments, we observed diminished accuracies across the selected O*NET 

targets by about 2-3%. A possible reason for this could lie in the fact that these additional edges 
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increase the diameter of the network while introducing additional paths for information flow. However, 

this standpoint would have to be carefully examined w.r.t. aggregation functions, activation functions 

as well as the original network topology (in O*NET they do not change the original star-shaped 

topology, for instance). 

 

6.2 Feature- vs. featureless initialization 

 

Modern GCNs work on the assumption that a combination of structural and descriptive features tend 

to achieve much better results than either of these components alone. In our experiments, however, 

we could observe that replacing pre-computed node embeddings with randomly initiated ones 

resulted in practically no difference of outcomes. There are several possible reasons for this, 

including misleading or contradictory node features, a poor choice of embedding methods or pre-

trained embedding models, as well as a counter-productive approach to node feature aggregation 

(especially w.r.t. mixing string- & numeric-based properties). However, we surmise that in our case 

the simple star-shaped topology of the O*NET graph with Tasks, Skills, Tools etc. being directly 

positioned around Jobs and their edges being grouped via Job categories, makes the network’s 

structural component alone so descriptive that additional node feature information cannot further 

improve its results. We will examine this aspect with less symmetric / centralized graphs in the future 

and report on our findings. 

 

6.3 Unsupervised aggregation-based experiments 

 

Since our node matching as well as link prediction experiments are still being conducted and 

intermediate results might be subject to any kind of sources of errors, we have created a github 

repository that can be found under the following URL: 

 

https://github.com/cassinius/fc-graph-embeddings 

 

This repository will be updated in waves, meaning that new results will arrive as soon as they are 

published or at least officially submitted. 

 

 

7 Open issues & future work 

 

7.1 A self-improving embedding – graph – embedding loop? 

 

While graphs are universally applicable tools suitable for almost any undertaking, the task of 

similarity-based computations (e.g. recommendations) can often be approached computing 

embeddings, since multiple factors contributing to a desired association between nodes would result 

in complex, therefore computationally expensive graph traversal rules. However, this similarity can 

also be measured via cosine distance in the embedding space, with the added benefit that great (or 

infinite) distances between nodes in the graph are no inevitable hindrance. The training of 

embeddings from graphs has been successfully demonstrated in recent years; however, in reality 

one can often not start with a graph. Given a purely text-based corpus, for instance, we would need 

many assumptions translating into edge formation rules before arriving at a (biased) graph structure. 

https://github.com/cassinius/fc-graph-embeddings
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Here, we could go the reverse way: starting from an embedding space computed on e.g. text, we 

use its intrinsic similarity metric to construct a k-nearest neighbor graph. The question thus arises: 

can we combine both approaches in order to refine embeddings "out of themselves", e.g. because 

transitive effects in the similarity space can only be captured via structures in the resulting graph 

(which in turn influences how GRL aggregates features)? An intuition of different ways to arrive at 

graph embeddings can be seen in Fig. 4. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.  Starting with an original data set, one can either strive to build a graph immediately or collect & 

preprocess its features computing initial embeddings; this can often be useful when no intuitive graph 

structure is present. Since embeddings encode proximity, it is possible to use this embedding space to 

construct a k-nearest neighbor graph, i.e., for each entry, find the k-nearest neighbors and connect them via 

an edge. Challenges in this kNN-graph construction typically lie in efficiency of search as well as pruning. 

Once a graph is established, GRL is used to combine features as well as structure, arriving at either 

unsupervised or task-specific representations. Each layer of this pipeline yields applicable results 

(classification / recommendation). Source: Bernd Malle 

 

 

 

7.2 Encoding diverse relation types into embeddings 

 

Embeddings are usually seen as shortcuts to measuring similarity, implying that some form of 

similarity metric in the real world is translated into the more direct version of cosine similarity within 
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an embedding space. However, there is no necessity for this internal "proximity space" to correspond 

to actual similarity. As an example, similarity in Word2Vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013), 

(Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013) does not stem from any measurable string distance, but rather from 

implicit semantic similarity induced via co-occurrence of words within sentences. Therefore, one can 

easily imagine a mapping function encoding relatedness w.r.t. any arbitrary metric to cosine similarity 

in the embedding space, e.g. Jaccard distance, word co-occurrence, Random Walk distance of two 

nodes in a graph, distance between counterfactual nodes, or any other kind of concurrence (see Fig. 

5). Moreover, two entities mapped to proximity in the embedding space do not necessarily have to 

stem from the same input source or modality, so a region within an image depicting a tumor could 

be mapped closely to a genetic mutation causing it (or correlating with it). 

 

However, embeddings spanning different modalities / sources are almost non-existent in literature 

and therefore may require new approaches, especially as cost functions spanning the original input 

spaces are concerned (e.g. how do we measure the relatedness between pixels and genes). 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Embeddings are generated via mappings of any relatedness for which a scoring function is defined 

into the embedding (“proximity”) space in which pairs of objects that are “close” in their input spaces 

(according to the scoring function) are close in the proximity space, usually measured via Cosine or 

Euclidean distance. It is important to note that relatedness in the input space does not necessarily require 

closeness in a geometric sense, but could be a) overlap of sets, b) co-occurrence of words in a sentence, c) 

counterfactuals or d) concurrence of signals from different sources / modalities. Source: Bernd Malle 

 

Establishing a successful, generic approach to this problem might open a plethora of new 

applications for embedding-based algorithms, including the establishment of a pre-trained, multi-

modal embedding space (akin to Glove or fasttext corpora) for the medical domain. 

 

 

 

7.3 Distributed GRL 

 

Distributed learning has been a trending topic for decades, either for reasons of limited central 

memory & processing power, legal restrictions on data transmission, non-identically distributed data 

over local sub-populations, or for the potential of hyper-scalable systems operating at lower costs. 
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This is even more true for the medical domain, where locally generated data is sensitive, practically 

stationary (is not allowed to be transferred between institutions) and of huge volume (on the order of 

Terabytes per day). 

 

There are three main versions of distributed learning: i) purely decentralized, where local models do 

not automatically contribute to each other above manual sampling of the models and update of 

hyper-parameters; ii) Federated learning schemes (Malle et al., 2017), (Sattler et al., 2020), where 

a global model is constructed considering update signals of all local clients which are merged into a 

global model and distributed back to the clients; iii) collaborative learning in various forms, where 

the goal is to exchange information about internal model formation among the parties involved in a 

peer-to-peer fashion, yet keep the local training data confidential (a variant could also train on 

decentralized features supposedly modeling the same underlying instances (Hu et al., 2018). A great 

challenge for distributed learning of embeddings is to keep the representation space aligned across 

boundaries – akin to the feature alignment problem in the Multi-modal (MM) setting – and use as few 

connection points as possible to do so (keep the connection surfaces small). 

 

Considering local pockets of data as natural clusters whose representative super nodes can be used 

as inputs to a more abstract graph embedding step, literature contains several approaches to 

achieve such coarsened embeddings: while i) simple aggregation of node features can already 

suffice (Duvenaud et al., 2015), ii) introducing virtual nodes and learning their embeddings together 

with the rest of the subgraph (Pham et al., 2017) promises a very flexible clustering strategy, e.g. 

one could run a series of local predictions and record which nodes in the graph had the greatest 

influence on a desired outcome, this set could then be connected to a virtual node whose vector 

representation can be expected to be particularly helpful in distributed predictions of the same kind; 

iii) sampling strategies such as Random Walks (RW) or Anonymous RWs (Ivanov & Burnaev, 2018), 

where the local graph structure itself is translated to fixed-size vectors which are subsequently used 

as inputs to an embedder. 

 

Lastly, Ying et. al (2018) (Ying et al., 2018) have proposed an extension of their earlier GraphSAGE 

approach to take hierarchical feature levels into account. They invented graph coarsening “DiffPool” 

layers akin to pooling layers in traditional CNNs which learn a node assignment matrix, thus 

performing an embedding-level clustering step. Although this approach is innovative, it is unclear 

whether and to what extent it can handle distributed data. Therefore, we will extend it to suit our 

future needs (see Fig. 6). 
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Figure 6: Learning hierarchies & logical clusterings of nodes in a graph. This approach will extend the 

original GraphSAGE as well as (Ying et al., 2018) to a decentralized setting where node clusters are 

generated locally & their aggregated feature vectors propagated across the network connecting them to 

higher-order clusters based on some arbitrary fitness metric. It is important to note that the desired level of 

abstraction is not fixed, since embeddings could serve a purely representative purpose as in unsupervised 

learning but could also be task-specific (and computed ad-hoc from an unsupervised "base", if feasible) to 

solve supervised problems as they emerge. Source: Bernd Malle 

 

Consequently, our proposed pipeline should broadly consist of the following steps: 

 

● Once a repertoire of suitable GRL / embedding methods has been established, we will 

simulate a decentralized scenario. We understand distributed with the additional challenge 

that we have no throughput / latency guarantees concerning the connections between local 

subgraphs; in the extreme case we even need to consider common internet & mobile 

connections. Thus, the principle challenge lies in propagating aggregated information per 

subgraph in such a way that GRL is still feasible from a performance & accuracy standpoint. 

 

● We will therefore extend existing neighborhood aggregation techniques to a decentralized 

setting, selecting & experimenting with different aggregation schemes, some of which are 

rather trivial (mean, max, sum) but perform well according to literature; others can be 

complete neural networks in themselves, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

(Schmidhuber, n.d.), which were successfully used in GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017). 

 

● Depending on its size, domain or shape, we might employ different aggregators per local 

subgraph in order to obtain fitting representations. In case this proves a successful strategy, 

we will explore the possibility of establishing heuristics of when to use which aggregator, 

enabling the network to optimize its aggregation strategy autonomously. These heuristics 

could incorporate domain knowledge or be derived by interpretations of reinforcement 

learning algorithms, which will be incorporated to maximize the overall reward of achieving 

this goal. The need for an explicit definition of predefined and rigid logic rules is thereby 

avoided, whereas the emergence of new strategies is enabled. 

 

● Regarding LSTMs, a complementary challenge lies in explaining their good performance on 

what intuitively look like permutation invariant data, like the ordering of node neighbors in a 

graph. We conjecture that many graph-related learning problems could be modeled under 

the aspect of information flow, where the sequence of nodes propagating signals is decisive. 

However, this assumption would need to be tested in various real-world scenarios. 
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8 Conclusion 

 

In this report, we motivated the need for a novel, holistic and flexible approach towards distributed 

learning of graph-based data sets based on state-of-the-art Machine Learning research. We 

emphasized the need for learning embeddings – low dimensional, dense representations of concepts 

– from different sources and different modalities. Towards this end, we described a series of 

experiments designed to establish understanding and gaining experience as to how separated 

graphs modelling the same underlying domain behave in realistic learning tasks. We discussed the 

setup & initial phases of these experiments including results and their potential explanations, 

followed by an outline of future work which will seamlessly fuse into our overall research endeavours. 

Ultimately, the transition from centralized, cloud-based, untransparent services to a decentralized, 

secure & end-user-controlled future still confronts us with a multitude of challenges. 
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10 Appendix ESCO / ONET statistics 

 

 


